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Abstract—There has been a proliferation of block-diagram en-
vironments for specifying and prototyping digital signal processing
(DSP) systems. These include tools from academia such as Ptolemy
and commercial tools such as DSPCanvas from Angeles Design
Systems, signal processing work system (SPW) from Cadence, and
COSSAP from Synopsys. The block diagram languages used in
these environments are usually based on dataflow semantics be-
cause various subsets of dataflow have proven to be good matches
for expressing and modeling signal processing systems. In partic-
ular, synchronous dataflow (SDF) has been found to be a partic-
ularly good match for expressing multirate signal processing sys-
tems. One of the key problems that arises during synthesis from
an SDF specification is scheduling. Past work on scheduling from
SDF has focused on optimization of program memory and buffer
memory under a model that did not exploit sharing opportunities.
In this paper, we build on our previously developed analysis and
optimization framework for looped schedules to formally tackle
the problem of generating optimally compact schedules for SDF
graphs. We develop techniques for computing these optimally com-
pact schedules in a manner that also attempt to minimize buffering
memory under the assumption that buffers will be shared. This re-
sults in schedules whose data memory usage is drastically lower
than methods in the past have achieved. The method we use is
that of lifetime analysis; we develop a model for buffer lifetimes
in SDF graphs and develop scheduling algorithms that attempt to
generate schedules that minimize the maximum number of live to-
kens under the particular buffer lifetime model. We develop sev-
eral efficient algorithms for extracting the relevant lifetimes from
the SDF schedule. We then use the well-known firstfit heuristic for
packing arrays efficiently into memory. We report extensive exper-
imental results on applying these techniques to several practical
SDF systems and show improvements that average 50% over pre-
vious techniques, with some systems exhibiting up to an 83% im-
provement over previous techniques.

Index Terms—Block diagram compiler, DSP software synthesis,
dynamic programming, dynamic storage allocation, lifetime
analysis, loop fusion, memory allocation, static scheduling, syn-
chronous dataflow, weighted interval graph coloring.

I. INTRODUCTION

B LOCK diagram environments are proving to be increas-
ingly popular for developing digital signal processing

(DSP). The reasons for their popularity are many: block-di-
agram languages are visual and, hence, intuitive to use for
engineers naturally used to conceptualizing systems as block
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diagrams; block-diagram languages promote software reuse by
encapsulating designs as modular and reusable components;
and finally, these languages can be based on models of compu-
tation that have strong formal properties, enabling easier and
faster development of bug-free programs. Block-diagram spec-
ifications also have the desirable property of not overspecifying
systems; this can enable a synthesis tool to exploit all of the
concurrency and parallelism available at the system level.

In a block-diagram environment, the user connects up various
blocks drawn from a library to form the system of interest. For
simulation, these blocks are typically written in a high-level lan-
guage (HLL) like . For software synthesis, the technique
typically used is that of inline code generation: a schedule is
generated and the code generator steps through this schedule
and substitutes the code for each actor that it encounters in the
schedule. The code for the actor may be of two types. It may be
the HLL code itself, obtained from the actor in the simulation
library. The overall code may now be compiled for the appro-
priate target or the code may be hand-optimized code targeted
for a particular target implementation. For programmable DSPs,
this means that the actors implement their functionality through
hand-optimized assembly language segments. The code gener-
ator, after stitching together the code for the entire system, then
simply assembles it and the resulting machine code can be run
on the DSP. This latter technique is generally more efficient for
programmable DSPs because of a lack of efficient HLL DSP
compilers.

For hardware synthesis, a similar approach can be taken, with
blocks implementing their functionality in a hardware descrip-
tion language, like behavioral VHSIC hardware descripton lan-
guage (VHDL) [12], [34]. The generated VHDL description can
then be used by a behavioral synthesis tools to generate a reg-
ister transfer level (RTL) description of the system that can be
further compiled into hardware using logic synthesis and layout
tools.

HLL compilers for DSPs have been woefully inadequate in
the past [35]. This has been because of the highly irregular archi-
tecture that many DSPs have, the specialized addressing modes
such as modulo addressing, bit-reversed addressing, and small
number of special purpose registers. Traditional compilers are
unable to generate efficient code for such processors. This situ-
ation might change in the future if DSP architectures converge
to general-purpose architectures; for example, the C6 DSP from
Texas Instruments Incorporated, their newest DSP architecture,
is a very large instruction work (VLIW) architecture and has a
fairly good compiler. Even so, because of low-power require-
ments, and cost constraints, the fixed-point DSP with the irreg-
ular architecture is likely to dominate in embedded applications
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Fig. 1. Flowchart showing the sequence in which the various algorithms are applied.

for the foreseeable future. Because of the shortcomings of ex-
isting compilers for such DSPs, a considerable research effort
has been undertaken to design better compilers for fixed point
DSPs (e.g., see [19]–[21]).

Synthesis from block diagrams is useful and necessary when
the block diagram becomes the abstract specification rather than

code. Block diagrams also enable coarse-grain optimizations
based on knowledge of the restricted underlying models of com-
putation; these optimizations are frequently difficult to perform
for a traditional compiler. Since the first step in block-diagram
synthesis flows is the scheduling of the block diagram, we con-
sider in this paper scheduling strategies for minimizing memory
usage. Since the scheduling techniques we develop operate on
the coarse-grain system-level description, these techniques are
somewhat orthogonal to the optimizations that might be em-
ployed by tools lower in the flow. For example, a behavioral
synthesis tool has a limited view of the code, often confined to
basic blocks within each block it is optimizing and cannot make
use of the global control and dataflow that our scheduler can ex-
ploit. Similarly, a compiler for a general-purpose HLL (such as

) typically does not have the global information about appli-
cation structure that our scheduler has. The techniques we de-
velop in this paper are, thus, complementary to the work that is
being done on developing better HLL compilers for DSPs such
as that presented in [19]–[21]. In particular, the techniques we
develop operate on the graphs at a high enough level that partic-
ular architectural features of the target processor are largely ir-
relevant. We assume that the actor library that the code generator
has access to consists of either hand-optimized assembly code
or of specifications in a HLL like . If the latter, then we would
have to invoke a compiler after performing the dataflow op-
timizations and threading the code together. Even though this
might seemingly defeat the purpose of producing efficient code,
since we are using a compiler for a DSP (the compiler might
not be very good as mentioned), studies have shown that for
larger systems, code produced this way compiles better than
hand-written for the entire system [15].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER

In this paper, we describe a technique for reducing buffering
requirements in synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs based on
lifetime analysis and memory allocation heuristics for single-
appearance looped schedules (SAS). As already mentioned, the

first step in compiling SDF graphs is determining a schedule.
Once the schedule has been determined, memory has to be al-
located for the buffers in the graph. Both of these steps present
many algorithmic challenges; we tackle many of these steps in
this paper. We concentrate on the class of SASs in our frame-
work because nonSASs for SDF graphs can be exponentially
long; this can lead to very large code size [4]. Within the class
of SAS, there are two algorithmic challenges: to determine the
order in which the actors should appear in the schedule, subject
to the precedence constraints imposed by the graph (the topo-
logical ordering), and the order in which the loops should be or-
ganized once the order has been determined. Solutions to both of
these problems depend on the optimization metric of interest. In
this paper, the metric is buffer memory; hence, these algorithms
all try to minimize the amount of buffer memory needed. While
previous techniques for buffer minimization have used tech-
niques where each buffer is allocated independently in memory
(we will refer to this as thenonshared model), in this paper we
try to share buffers efficiently by using lifetime analysis tech-
niques (referred to as theshared model). In the memory allo-
cation steps, the challenges are to efficiently extract buffer life-
times from the schedule and to pack these buffers into memory
efficiently. All of the algorithms we present are provably poly-
nomial-time algorithms; this is important because SDF com-
pilers are often used in rapid-prototyping environments where
fast compile times are necessary and desirable.

In Section III, we review relevant past work on this subject.
Sections IV and V establish some of the notation and definitions
we will use. Fig. 1 summarizes the various algorithms that we
will develop in this paper as part of our SDF compiler frame-
work. The box with “RPMC or APGAN” in Fig. 1 finds the
topological ordering and is reviewed in Section VII (briefly,
since these algorithms have been developed previously). The
box with “SDPPO” solves the loop-ordering problem and is de-
scribed in Section VII. After the SDPPO step, we will have a
theoretical idea of the amount of buffer memory required, but as
will be shown, until the actual memory allocation is performed,
we do not know the exact requirements. The memory alloca-
tion steps take the schedule produced by the first two steps and
attempt to determine the most efficient allocation. In order to
do this, we have to build a tree representation of the schedule;
this is covered in Section V. On this representation, several pa-
rameters that are needed for lifetime analysis, like the start and
stop times of buffers, their periodicities, and durations have to
be computed; algorithms for doing this efficiently are given in
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Section VIII. Once all of the lifetime parameters have been de-
termined, another structure called an intersection graph has to
be built. On this graph, allocation heuristics are applied in order
to get a final memory allocation; these two steps are covered in
Section IX. Since we have developed two efficient heuristics for
generating topological orderings in the scheduling step, neither
of which can be said to be clearly superior and since we have de-
veloped two heuristics that can be used in the memory allocation
step, our experiments in Section X examine all four of the pos-
sible combinations to determine the most efficient combination
for each test example. In Section XI, we discuss possibilities for
future work and conclude.

III. RELATED WORK

Lifetime analysis techniques for sharing memory are well
known in a number of contexts. The first is for register alloca-
tion in traditional compilers; given a scheduled dataflow graph,
register allocation techniques determine whether the variables
in the graph can be shared by looking at their lifetimes. In the
simplest form, this problem can be formulated as an interval
graph coloring problem that has an elegant polynomial-time so-
lution. However, the problem of scheduling the graph so that the
overall register requirement is minimized is an NP-hard problem
[30]. Register allocation problems are made somewhat simpler
because the variables in question all have the same size. The al-
location problem becomes NP-complete if variables are of dif-
fering sizes, as for example, in allocating arrays of different
sizes to memory.

Fabri [8] studies the more general problem of overlaying
arrays and strings in imperative languages. Fabri models
array lifetimes as weighted interval graphs and uses coloring
heuristics for generating memory allocations. She also studies
transformation techniques for lowering the overall memory
cost; these techniques attempt to minimize the lower and upper
bounds on the extended chromatic number of the weighted
interval graph. Some transformation techniques found to be
effective for reducing overall storage include: the renaming
transformation, whereby with the use of judicious renaming
of aggregate variables, lifetimes can be fragmented, which
allows greater opportunities for overlaying; the technique of
recalculation, where some variables are recalculated when
needed rather than holding them in storage; code-motion
techniques that reorder the program statements in a semantics
preserving manner; and loop splitting.

There are important differences between Fabri’s work and
ours. Fabri considers general imperative language code, and
hence has to solve allocation problems for a more general class
of interval graphs. We apply our techniques on SDF graphs and
because the SDF model of computation is restricted, the interval
graphs in our problem have a more restricted structure, enabling
us to use simpler allocation heuristics more effectively. For in-
stance, the liveness profile of an array in our framework is al-
ways periodic (in a certain technical sense) and these periods
can be deduced from the SDF graph and the specific class of
schedules that we use, whereas in a general setting, liveness pro-
files may not be periodic and deducing these profiles can be ex-
pensive algorithmically. Also, the SDF model and SDF sched-

ules present unique problems for deducing the liveness profiles
and, thus, the interval graphs in an efficient manner; these tech-
niques have not been presented or studied in any previous work.
We show that for the important class of SASs, these deductions
can be made in polynomial time in the size of the SDF graph.
We present an optimization technique for reducing the extended
chromatic number by performing loop fusion in a systematic
manner. While the loop fusion technique is applicable in a gen-
eral setting as well, opportunities for doing it in a general setting
do not arise as frequently and naturally as they do in an SDF set-
ting, hence, it is a very effective technique here. For example,
determining the applicability of loop fusion is undecidable in
procedural languages, whereas exact analysis is decidable and
tractable in our context. Thus, loop fusion is more effective for
SDF graphs and our work exploits this increased effectiveness.
Also, previous work has not addressed the relationship been
loop fusion and the extended chromatic number. Finally, even
though certain subsets of the techniques we present in this paper
have been studied in the compilers community, to date they have
not been used in block-diagram compilers. An additional contri-
bution of this paper is to show that many of the techniques used
in traditional compilers can be specialized and applied fruitfully
in block-diagram-based DSP programming environments.

Vanhoofet al. [33] have observed that in general, the full ad-
dress space of an array does not always contain live data. Thus,
they define an “address reference window” as the maximum dis-
tance between any two live data elements throughout the life-
time of an array and fold multiple array elements into a single
window element using a modulo operation in the address cal-
culation. This concept is similar to our use of the maximum
number of live tokens as the size of each individual SDF buffer.
The number of logically distinct memory elements in a buffer
for an edge is equal to , which can be much larger
than the maximum number of live tokens that reside onsimul-
taneously [4].

In a synthesis tool called ATOMIUM, De Greefet al. [11]
have developed lifetime analysis and memory allocation tech-
niques for single-assignment static control-flow specifications
that involve explicit looping constructs such asfor loops. This
is in contrast to SDF in which all iteration is specified implicitly
and the use of looping is left entirely up to the compiler. How-
ever, once a single-appearance schedule is specified, we have a
set of nested loops. Thus, some relationships can be observed
between the lifetime analysis techniques we develop for SASs
and those of ATOMIMUM. In particular, the class of specifi-
cations addressed by ATOMIMUM exhibits more general and
less predictable array-accessing behavior than the buffer access
patterns that emerge from SDF-based SASs. We exploit the in-
creased predictability of SASs in our work using novel life-
time analysis formulations that are derived from a tree-based
schedule representation. This results in thorough optimization
with significantly more efficient (lower complexity) algorithms.
Furthermore, through our in-depth focus on the restricted but
useful class of SDF-based SASs, we expose fundamental re-
lationships between scheduling and buffer sharing in multirate
signal processing systems.

Ritzet al.[29] give an approach to minimizing buffer memory
that operates only on flat SASs since buffer memory reduction
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is tertiary to their goal of reducing code size and context-switch
overhead (defined roughly as the rate at which the schedule
switches between various actors). We do not take context switch
into account in our scheduling techniques because our primary
concern is memory minimization; off-chip memory is often a
bottleneck in embedded systems implementations and is better
avoided.

Flat SASs have a smaller context switch overhead then nested
schedules do, especially if the code-generation strategy used is
that of procedure calls. Ritzet al.formulate the problem of min-
imizing buffer memory on flat SASs as a nonlinear integer pro-
gramming problem that chooses the appropriate topological sort
and proceeds to allocate based on that schedule. This formula-
tion does not lead to any polynomial-time algorithms and can
lead to much more expensive memory allocations than those ob-
tainable through nested schedules. For example, in Section X,
we show that on a satellite receiver example, Ritz’s technique
yields an allocation that is more than 100% larger than the allo-
cation achieved by techniques developed in this paper. However,
the techniques in this paper do not take context-switch overhead
into account (since we assume inline code generation, the effect
of context switches is arguably less significant) and are thus able
to operate on a much larger class of SASs than the class of flat
SASs. Also, the techniques in this paper are all provably poly-
nomial-time algorithms.

Goddard and Jeffay use a dynamic scheduling strategy for
reducing memory requirements of SDF graphs and develop an
earliest-deadline-first (EDF) type of dynamic scheduler [10].
However, experiments in the Ptolemy system have shown that
dynamic scheduling can be more than twice as slow as static
schedules [36]. Hence, for many embedded applications, this
penalty on throughput might be intolerable.

Sunget al.consider expanding the SAS to allow two or more
appearances of some actors if the buffering memory can be re-
duced [31]. They give heuristic techniques for performing this
expansion and show that the buffering can be reduced signifi-
cantly by allowing an actor to appear more than once. This tech-
nique is useful since it allows one to tradeoff buffering memory
versus code size in a systematic way.

SASs will give the least code size only if each actor in the
schedule is distinct and has a distinct codeblock that implements
its functionality. In reality, however, many actors in the graph
will be different instantiations of the same basic actor, with dif-
ferent parameters perhaps. In this case, inline code generated
from an SAS is not necessarily code-size optimal since the dif-
ferent instantiations of a single actor could all share the same
code [31]. Hence, it might be profitable to implement procedure
calls instead of inline code for the various instantiations, so that
code can be shared. The procedure call would pass the appro-
priate parameters. A study of this optimization is done in [31]
where the authors formulate precise metrics that can be used
to determine the gain or loss from implementing code sharing
compared to the overhead of using procedure calls. Clearly, all
of the scheduling techniques mentioned in this paper can use
this code-sharing technique also; our work is complementary to
this optimization.

Ade [1] has developed lower bounds on memory require-
ments of SDF specifications, assuming that each buffer is as-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Example of an SDF graph. (b) Some valid schedules.

signed to separate storage. Exploring the incorporation of buffer
sharing opportunities into this analysis is a useful direction for
further investigation.

As already mentioned, dataflow is a natural model of compu-
tation to use as the underlying model for a block-diagram lan-
guage for designing DSP systems. The blocks in the language
correspond to actors in a dataflow graph and the connections
correspond to directed edges between the actors. These edges
not only represent communication channels, conceptually im-
plemented as first-in first-out (FIFO) queues, but also establish
precedence constraints. An actor fires in a dataflow graph by
removing tokens from its input edges and producing tokens on
its output edges. The stream of tokens produced this way cor-
responds naturally to a discrete time signal in a DSP system. In
this paper, we consider a subset of dataflow called SDF [17]. In
SDF, each actor produces and consumes a fixed number of to-
kens, and these numbers are known at compile time. In addition,
each edge has a fixed initial number of tokens, called delays.

IV. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND

Fig. 2(a) shows a simple SDF graph. Each edge is anno-
tated with the number of tokens produced (consumed) by its
source (sink) actor and the “10 D” on the edge from actor
to actor specifies 10 delays. Each unit of delay is imple-
mented as an initial token on the edge. Given an SDF edge,
we denote thesourceactor (that writes tokens on the edge),
sink actor (that reads tokens from the edge), anddelay of
by , , and . Also, and de-
note the number of tokensproducedonto by andcon-
sumedfrom by . An SDF graph is calledhomogenous
if for all edges .

A scheduleis a sequence of actor firings. We compile an SDF
graph by first constructing avalid schedule—a finite schedule
that fires each actor at least once, does not deadlock, and pro-
duces no net change in the number of tokens queued on each
edge. Corresponding to each actor in the schedule, we instan-
tiate a code block or procedure call that is obtained from a
library of predefined actors. The resulting sequence of code
blocks is encapsulated within an infinite loop to generate a soft-
ware implementation of the SDF graph.

SDF graphs for which valid schedules exist are calledcon-
sistentSDF graphs. In [4], efficient algorithms are presented
to determine whether or not a given SDF graph is consistent,
and to determine the minimum number of times that each actor
must be fired in a valid schedule. We represent theseminimum
numbers of firingsby a vector , indexed by the actors in
(we often suppress the subscript ifis understood). These min-
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imum numbers of firings can be derived by finding the minimum
positive integer solution to thebalance equationsfor , which
specify that must satisfy

for every edge in

The vector , when it exists, is called therepetitions vectorof .
A scheduleis then a sequence of actor firings where is each actor

is fired times and the firing sequence obeys the prece-
dence constraints imposed by the SDF graph. For the graph is
Fig. 2, we have for the actors , and some
schedules are , , and

.
We define to be the total number of

samples exchanged on edge by actor ; i.e.,
.

V. CONSTRUCTINGMEMORY-EFFICIENT LOOPSTRUCTURES

In [4], the concept and motivation behind SAS has been de-
fined and shown to yield an optimally compact inline implemen-
tation of an SDF graph with regard to code size (neglecting the
code size overhead associated with the loop control). An SAS
is one where each actor appears only once when loop notation
is used. If the SAS restriction is removed, significant increase
in code size can occur. The increase in code size will manifest
itself even if inline code generation is not used and subroutine
calls are used instead. This is because the length of a non-SAS
can be exponential in the size of the graph, and there could be
exponentially many subroutine calls.

Fig. 2(b) shows some valid schedules for the graph in
Fig. 2(a). The notation represents the firing sequence .
Similarly, represents the schedule loop with firing
sequence . We say that the iteration count of
this loop is three and the body of this loop is . Schedules
2 and 3 in Fig. 2(b) are SASs since actors appear
only once. An SAS like the third one in Fig. 2(b) is calledflat
since it does not have any nested loops. In general, there can be
exponentially many ways of nesting loops in a flat SAS [4].

Scheduling can also have a significant impact on the amount
of memory required to implement the buffers on the edges
in an SDF graph. For example, in Fig. 2(b), the buffering
requirements for the four schedules, assuming that one separate
buffer is implemented for each edge, are 50, 90, 130, and 80,
respectively. As can be seen, SASs can have significantly higher
buffer requirements than a schedule optimized purely for buffer
memory. For example, the non-SAS for
the SDF graph of Fig. 2 has a buffer requirement of 50; the
three possible SASs for the graph , ,
and , have requirements of 130, 90, and 100,
respectively. We give priority to code-size minimization over
buffer memory minimization; justification for this may be
found in [4] and [24]. Hence, the problem we tackle is one of
finding buffer-memory-optimal SASs since this will give us the
best schedule in terms of buffer-memory consumption amongst
the schedules that have minimum code size.

Fig. 3. Schedule trees for schedules (2) and (3) in Fig. 2(b).

A. Schedules and the Schedule Tree

In order to extract buffer lifetimes efficiently, we develop a
useful representation of the nested SAS, called the schedule
tree. The lifetime extraction algorithms of Section VIII can then
be formulated as tree-traversing algorithms for determining the
various required parameters.

As shown in [24], it is always possible to represent any SAS
for an acyclic graph as

(1)

where and are SASs for the subgraph consisting of the
actors in and in , and and are iteration counts for
iterating these schedules. In other words, the graph can be parti-
tioned into a left subset and a right subset so that the schedule for
the graph can be represented as in (1). SASs having this form
(in conjunction with some additional technical restrictions on
the loop iteration counts) at all levels of the loop hierarchy are
called schedules [24].

Given an schedule, we can represent it naturally as a binary
tree; we call this theschedule tree. The internal nodes of this
tree will contain the iteration count of the subschedule rooted
at that node. Theleaf nodes(nodes that have no children) will
contain the actors, along with their residual iteration counts.
If a node has children, we refer to theleft child and right
child of by and . For a node , the parent
is referred to as . Fig. 3 shows schedule trees for the
SASs in Fig. 2(b). Note that a schedule tree is not unique since
if there are iteration counts of one, then the split into left and
right subgraphs can be made at multiple places. In Fig. 3, the
schedule tree for the flat SAS in Fig. 2(b) (3) is based on the
split . However, we could also take the split to be

. However, the split will not affect any of the com-
putations we perform using the tree.

If is a node of the schedule tree, then is the
(sub)tree rooted at node. If is a subtree, define to
be the root node of . The function , where is
the set of nodes in the tree, andis the set of positive integers,
returns for a nonleaf node, the iteration count at that nesting
level and returns one for a leaf node.

VI. GENERATING SINGLE APPEARANCESCHEDULES

We have shown [4] that for an arbitrary acyclic graph, an SAS
could be derived from a topological sort of the graph. To be pre-
cise, the class of SASs for a delayless acyclic graph can be gen-
erated by enumerating the topological sorts of the graph. We use
the lexical ordering given by each topological sort to derive a
flat SAS (this is a schedule of the form ,
where the are actors and are the repetitions . The lex-
ical order is the order given by the topological sort
of the graph). This lexical ordering then leads to a set of nesting
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Fig. 4. Fine-grained, in between, and coarse-grained models of buffer sharing.

hierarchies; the complete set of lexical orders and for each lex-
ical order, the set of nesting hierarchies, constitutes the entire
set of SASs for the graph. Hence, we need a method for gen-
erating the topological sort. As we have shown [4], the gen-
eral problem of constructing buffer-optimal SASs under both
models of buffering, namely, the coarse shared buffer model
and the nonshared model are NP-complete. Thus, the methods
for generating topological sorts are necessarily heuristic and not
optimal in general.

We have developed two methods for generating SAS opti-
mized for nonshared buffer memory for acyclic graphs [4]: a
bottom-up method based on clustering called acyclic pairwise
grouping of adjacent nodes (APGAN) and a top-down method
based on graph partitioning called recursive partitioning by min-
imum cuts (RPMC). The heuristic rule of thumb used in RPMC
is to find a cut of the graph such that all edges cross in the same
direction (enabling us to recursively schedule each half without
introducing deadlock) and such that size of the buffers crossing
the cut is minimized. While this rule is intuitively attractive for
the nonshared buffer model, it is also attractive for the shared
model as will be shown.

The APGAN technique is based on clustering adjacent nodes
together that communicate heavily so that these nodes will end
up in the innermost loops of the loop hierarchy. For a broad
subclass of SDF systems, APGAN has been shown to construct
SAS that provably minimize the nonshared buffer memory
metric over all SAS [4].

An arbitrary SDF graph may not necessarily have an SAS;
Bhattacharyyaet al.[5] developed necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the existence of SAS for SDF graphs. They devel-
oped an algorithm for generating SASs that hierarchically de-
composes the SDF graph into strongly connected components
(SCC) and recursively schedules each SCC. At each stage, the
SCC decomposition results in an acyclic component graph that
has an SAS as mentioned and can be scheduled using any algo-
rithm for generating SAS for acyclic graphs. Hence, the tech-
niques we develop in this paper can all be incorporated into the
framework of [5] and can handle arbitrary SDF graphs.

VII. EFFICIENT LOOPFUSION FORMINIMIZING BUFFER

MEMORY

Once we have a topological order generated by APGAN or
RPMC, we have a flat SAS corresponding to this topological
order. The next step is to perform loop fusion on the flat SAS to

reduce buffering memory. To do that, we first define the shared
buffer model.

A. The Shared Buffer Model

Since we are interested in sharing buffers, we have to
first determine an appropriate model for buffer lifetimes
and the manner in which they can be shared. First, we
need a definition for describing token traffic on the edges:
given an SDF graph , a valid schedule , and an edge
in , let denote the maximum number
of tokens that are queued on during an execution of

. For example, if for Fig. 2, and
, then and

.
Buffer sharing for looped schedules can be done at many

different levels of “granularity.” At the finest level of granu-
larity, we can model the buffer on the edge as it grows over the
execution of the loop and then falls as the sink actor on that
edge consumes the data. The maximum number of live tokens
would give the lower bound on how much memory would be
required. An alternative model would be at the coarsest level,
where we assume that once the source actor for an edgestarts
writing tokens tokens immediately become
live and stay live until the number of tokens on the edge be-
comes zero, where is the schedule. In other words, even if
there is one live token on the edge, we assume that an array of
size has to be allocated and maintained until
there are no live tokens. Fig. 4 shows these two extremes picto-
rially for the buffer on edge . In the fine-grained case, each
firing of results in the buffer on expanding by five and
each firing of results in the buffer contracting by two. In the
coarse-grained case, the buffer expands to 30 immediately as
all six firings of are treated as one composite firing and then
shrinks to zero after all 15 firings of have occurred. Of course,
there are a number of granularities within these extremes based
on how many levels of loop nests we consider; Fig. 4 shows the
in between alternative for this example, where only the outer
loop of iteration count two is considered, meaning that the three
firings of in the inner loop are treated as one composite firing.
The buffer, in this case, expands by tokens on each
composite firing of and contracts by on each com-
posite firing of consisting of five firings.

In this paper, we assume the coarsest level of buffer mod-
eling. The finer levels, although requiring less memory theo-
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retically, may be practically infeasible to achieve due to the in-
creased complexity of the algorithms. To see that the complexity
might significantly increase, notice that the finest level requires
modeling to be done at the granularity of single firing of an
actor in the schedule. The number of firings in a periodic SDF
schedule is , where ,

is the set of edges in the SDF graph, and . Of course,
there may be more clever ways of representing the growth and
shrinkage, but presently the only known ways are equivalent to
stepping through a schedule of size . Clearly, this is an
exponential function in the size of the SDF graph and can grow
quickly. In contrast, we will show that the coarsest level model
can be generated in time polynomial in the number of nodes and
edges in the SDF graph.

One weakness of the coarse buffer sharing model is the as-
sumption that all output buffers of an actor are live when the
actor begins execution and all input buffers are live until the
actor finishes execution. This means that an output buffer of
an actor can never share an input buffer of that actor under the
model used in this paper. In reality, this may be an overly restric-
tive assumption; for instance, an addition actor that adds two
quantities will always produce its output after it has consumed
its inputs. Hence, the output result can occupy the space occu-
pied by one of the inputs. We have formalized this idea and have
devised another technique calledbuffer merging[23], [37] that
merges input and output buffers by algebraically determining
precisely how many output tokens are simultaneously live with
input tokens (via a formalism called theconsumed-before-pro-
duced(CBP) parameter [3]). The buffer merging technique is
similar in spirit to the array merging technique presented by De-
Greefet al. [11]; however, it is more efficient in some ways and
also exploits distinguishing characteristics of SDF schedules in
a novel way. We have shown that the buffer merging technique
is highly complementary to the approach taken in this paper and
is, in effect, a dual of the lifetime analysis approach. This is be-
cause buffer merging works at the level of a single input/output
edge pair, whereas the lifetime analysis approach of this paper
works on a global level, where the buffering efficiency results
from the topology of the graph and the structure of the schedule
[22], [23], [37].

Initial tokens on edges can be handled very naturally in our
coarse shared buffer model. An edge that has an initial token will
have a buffer that is live right at the beginning of the schedule. It
may be live for the entire duration of the schedule if the buffer
never has zero tokens. If the buffer does have zero tokens at
some point, then the buffer would be not be live for the portion
of the schedule, where the buffer has zero tokens.

In order to reason about the “start time” and “stop time” of
a buffer lifetime, we use the following abstract notion of time:
each invocation of a leaf node in the schedule tree is considered
to be one schedule step and corresponds to one unit of time.
For example, the looped schedule would be consid-
ered to take four time steps. This is because the firing sequence
is and since the schedule loop is a leaf node
in the schedule tree, it is considered to take one schedule step.
The first invocation of would take place at time zero and the
last invocation of begins at time three and ends at time four.
Note that this notion of time is not used to judge run-time per-

Fig. 5. Anatomy of a buffer lifetime.

formance of the schedule in terms of throughput; it is simply
used to define the lifetimes for purposes of lifetime analysis.

Fig. 5 shows the anatomy of a buffer lifetime. Notice that this
buffer becomes live several times. The start time is defined as
the very first time the buffer becomes live; in this contrived ex-
ample, at time ten. The stop time is defined as the very first time
the buffer stops being live—at time 12 in the example. The du-
ration is simply the difference between the stop and start times.
The periodicity is modeled by a three-tuple as shown; this will
be described in greater detail in Section VIII-D. Briefly, it is
modeled by a Diophantine equation so that the start time of the
th occurrence of the buffer can be computed algebraically. Fi-

nally, the width of the buffer is defined to be
as mentioned already for the coarse-grained model.

B. Loop Fusion Under the Nonshared Buffer Model—DPPO

Once the topological ordering of the nodes in the SAS has
been determined, we have to determine the order in which loops
should be nested since, as shown in Section V and Fig. 2, the
loop hierarchy has significant impact on buffer memory usage.
In [4] and [24], we developed a postprocessing technique based
on dynamic programming [called dynamic programming post
optimization (DPPO)] that generates an optimal loop hierarchy
for any given SAS. The cost metric used for this approach is
that each edge is implemented as a separate buffer. We briefly
review that technique here because the technique we describe
for generating good loop hierarchies under the shared model is
similar.

For the nonshared model, we define the nonshared buffer
memory requirement of a scheduleby

(2)

where the summation is over all edges in. Thus,
, and

in Fig. 2.
The lexical ordering of an SAS , denoted ,

is the sequence of actors such that
each is preceded lexically by . Thus,

. Given an SDF
graph, an order-optimal schedule is an SAS that has minimum
nonshared buffer memory requirement from among the valid
SASs that have a given lexical ordering.

One of the central observations that allows the development
of an efficient algorithm for optimizing buffer memory under
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the nonshared model can be stated intuitively in the following
way: fusing adjacent loops together by taking out their common
factor (and creating an outer loop that has the common factor
as its iteration count) not only gives us a valid schedule but also
gives us a schedule that has a nonshared buffering memory re-
quirement that is equal or smaller than the nonshared buffering
memory requirement of the schedule with the set of separate
loops. Formally, we can state it as [24]:

Fact 1: Suppose that is a valid schedule for an SDF graph
, and suppose that is a

schedule loop in of any nesting depth such that
. Suppose also thatis any

positive integer that divides ; let denote the
schedule loop ; and
let denote the schedule that results from replacingwith
in . Then:

1) is a valid schedule for ;
2) . [with as

defined by (2)].
The schedule loop is called the factored loop. The act of

factoring out a common factor like is called loop fusion or
factoring the schedule.

Informally, the DPPO algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer
approach that looks at a chain of actors in the schedule and ex-
amines each point in the chain to determine the buffer cost of
breaking the chain there and fusing the “left” and “right” parts.
It then picks the best point to split the chain at and records it and
considers bigger chains. Because this problem can be shown to
have the “optimal subproblem” property, meaning that optimal
solutions for the “left” and “right” parts lead to an optimal so-
lution to the whole chain, DPPO is an optimal algorithm for the
nonshared buffer model [24].

Formally, suppose that is a connected, delayless,
acyclic SDF graph, is valid SAS for

, and is an order-optimal schedule
for . If contains at least two ac-
tors, then it can be shown [24] that there exists a valid
schedule of the form such that

and for some
,

and . Furthermore,
from the order optimality of , and are also
order-optimal (otherwise, we can show that we could replace

or by order equivalent versions without
affecting the split costs).

From this observation, we can efficiently compute an
order-optimal schedule for if we are given an order-optimal
schedule for the subgraph corresponding to each proper
subsequence of such that:
1) and 2) or . Given these
schedules, an order-optimal schedule forcan be derived from
a value of , that minimizes

where

AND

is the set of edges that “cross the split” if the schedule is split
between and .

DPPO is based on repeatedly applying this idea in a
bottom-up fashion to the given lexical ordering .
First, all two actor subsequences , ,

are examined and the minimum buffer
memory requirements for the edges contained in each subse-
quence are recorded. This information is then used to determine
an optimal split and the minimum buffer memory requirement
for each three actor subsequence ; the min-
imum requirements for the two- and three-actor subsequences
are used to determine the optimal split and minimum buffer
memory requirement for each four actor subsequence and so
on, until an optimal split is derived for the original-actor
sequence . An order-optimal schedule can easily
be constructed from a recursive top-down traversal of the
optimal splits [24].

C. Loop Fusion for the Shared Buffer Model–SDPPO

Now that we have a model for sharing buffers, we develop an
algorithm for organizing loops efficiently in an SAS such that
the shared buffer cost is minimized. This algorithm is similar to
the DPPO algorithm already described. Consider the following
dynamic programming formulation:

(3)

where the last term (sum of ) is again the sum of
the buffer costs crossing the cut. The term is
the shared buffer memory requirement, and (3) serves as the
definition. Of course, if has only one actor.
The maximum of the left and right costs and

is taken based on the intuition shown in
Fig. 6. Since the buffers in the subgraph on the right side of the
cut cannot be live at the same time as the buffers in the left side
of the cut are live and vice versa, we only need the maximum of
these two along with the buffers crossing the cut (which can be
live simultaneously with both the left and right set of buffers).
The right buffers are overlayed with the left ones.

The formulation in (3) is not optimal because it makes a
worst case assumption that all buffers crossing the cut are
simultaneously live with all of the buffers on the left buffers
and right buffers, thus preventing any sharing between them.
For example, consider the example in Fig. 7. For the given
schedule, the top-level partition occurs on edge , with
a cost of 36. According to the formulation, the total cost
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Fig. 6. Intuition for a revised dynamic programming formulation.

Fig. 7. An example to illustrate that the shared DPPO is suboptimal.

should be , where
is the buffering cost of the subschedule consisting of actors

. For , the partition occurs on edge .
Hence, the cost is given by . For

, we have . Hence, the total cost gets
computed as , while the actual cost
is only 127 as shown by Fig. 7.

Fact 1 says that loop fusion never increases buffer memory
usage under the nonshared model; unfortunately, this is not
true under the shared model. Indeed, consider the example in
Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a) and (b), there is no edge between actors

and . If we do not perform loop fusion, as shown in
Fig. 8(a), we see that buffer profiles will be such that the
buffers on the output edges of actor will be disjoint from
the buffers on the input edges of actor. If we perform loop
fusion, as shown in Fig. 8(b), these buffers will no longer
be disjoint, thus preventing sharing. Moreover, no advantage
is gained from the fusion since the sizes of the input and
output buffers do not decrease; loop fusion reduces the size of
buffers only on edges between the actors being merged. On
the other hand, if there is an edge (or more) between actors

and , as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), then loop fusion can
reduce the overall buffering requirement if the reduction of the
size of the buffer on edge is more than the increase
due to the overlap of the input and output buffers. Since this
depends on the actual parameters of the graph, we follow a
simple heuristic in the DPPO formulation of (3): we do not
perform loop fusion if there are no internal edges (that is, edges
whose terminal points are all actors that are being merged).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Example to illustrate that factoring can increase buffering requirement
under the shared model.

We perform loop fusion if there are internal edges even though
this might sometimes be suboptimal (if the reduction of the
buffer sizes on the internal edges is less than the increase due
to the overlap of the input and output buffers). Of course, we
could attempt to compute this increase or decrease, but this
would increase the complexity of the algorithm. We choose to
use the simpler approach of using the heuristic approach to
determine whether to fuse or not, and leave for future work to
explore more complex approaches. We define this formulation
of DPPO [(3) together with the heuristic of deciding when
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Fig. 9. Example to show that the shared-buffer optimal schedule is not the same as the nonshared-buffer optimal schedule.

to perform loop fusion] as shared dynamic programming post
optimization (SDPPO).

Note that the best schedule under the nonshared buffering
model is not necessarily the best schedule under the shared
model as shown in Fig. 9. Finally, we can also see that RPMC
is an attractive heuristic for the shared buffer model since the
cut-crossing buffers will not be disjoint, and cannot be shared.
Hence, it makes intuitive sense to drive the partitioning process
by minimizing the size of these buffers and this is what RPMC
attempts to do.

VIII. C REATING THE INTERVAL INSTANCES FROM ANSAS

Once the schedule and the loop hierarchy have been deter-
mined, the next step in the compilation process is to perform
memory allocation. Even though the SDPPO algorithm gives us
a number for the overall memory requirement, it is only an esti-
mate since the SDPPO algorithm cannot determine whether that
estimate can actually be achieved. The main difficulty is that
packing a number of arrays of different sizes optimally is an
NP-complete problem, hence, the optimal amount of memory
required after packing cannot be determined until the packing
has actually been performed.

The two main steps for memory allocation are to extract the
buffer lifetimes, and then perform allocation using those life-
times. Extracting the lifetimes efficiently requires several algo-
rithms for determining the durations and the start and stop times.
These lifetimes could also be periodic; it would be desirable
to represent the periodicity implicitly, without having to physi-
cally create an interval for each occurrence. Hence, the lifetime
extraction algorithms also have to model this periodicity effi-
ciently. Given the lifetimes, the allocation step (packing arrays
in other words) determines the physical location in memory,
where the buffer will reside.

We compute these parameters for the buffers from the
schedule tree. However, note that a parameter computed for a
buffer is a function of a pair of actors (that constitute the edge
that the buffer is on). The schedule tree does not represent
these edges directly, only the actors and structure of the nested
loops. Hence, we first compute these parameters for nodes in
the schedule tree; these parameters will represent the start time,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) SDF graph. (b) Binary tree representation of an SAS for the graph
in (a), along with the duration values for the nodes in the schedule tree.

stop time, and durations of the various nested loops. We can
then deduce the buffer lifetimes from the computed quantities
for the nested loops.

We will use a running example to show these various algo-
rithms; the example SDF graph is depicted in Fig. 10(a), with
an SAS.

A. Computing the Duration Times of Loop Nests

The functionloop (defined in Section V-A) is used in the
computation of the duration times for all nodes (i.e.,
loop nests) in the schedule tree by depth-first search on the tree

(4)

where is the right (left) child of node .
For leaf nodes, . The numbers beside the nodes in
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Fig. 11. Pseudocode for the depth-first search algorithm for computing start
and stop times for all the nested loops.

Fig. 12. Start and stop times for each node computed using depth-first search.

Fig. 10(b) show the result of the depth-first search computation
of the duration values. The depth first search takes time .

B. Computing the Start and Stop Times of Loop Nests

The next task is to compute the start and stop times for each
nested loop. These times are defined as

is a left child
is a right child

These times can also be computed using depth-first search
[taking time ], as shown by the pseudocode in Fig. 11.
The SAS from Fig. 10(b) is shown with the computed start
and stop times in Fig. 12. The start time of a nested loop
represents the first time the loop nest starts execution. The stop
time represents the first time the loop nest finishes execution.
For example, consider the edge ( ) in Fig. 10(a). The stop
time computed for leaf node in the schedule tree is 17. This
corresponds to the first time finishes execution: five firings
of correspond to 15 “steps” in the measuring scheme
described in Section VII-A (hence, the stop time computed for
the node marked “aef” in Fig. 12 is Fig. 15), and after this there
is a firing of , and , giving 17 as the stop time for the first
execution of as shown in Fig. 12.

C. Computing the Start, Stop, and Durations for Buffer
Lifetimes

Now we have to compute the lifetimes for the buffers from the
parameters we have computed for the loop nests. We introduce
some notation for nodes in the schedule tree first.

Definition 1: A common ancestorof a pair of nodes
is any node that contains the nodes as leaf nodes in the
subtree rooted at.

Definition 2: The least common ancestorof a pair of nodes
is the first node (measured from the leaf nodes) that

contains nodes as leaf nodes in the subtree rooted at.
Definition 3: The greatest common ancestorof a pair of

nodes is the last node that contains nodes as
leaf nodes in the subtree rooted atsuch that all ancestors of
have a loop value of unity.

Definition 4: The common ancestor setof a pair of nodes
is the set of all common ancestors of on the path

from the least common ancestor to the greatest common an-
cestor.

The least and greatest common ancestors of a pair of leaf
nodes correspond to the innermost and outermost loops that
contain the actors corresponding to the leaf nodes. In Fig. 12,
the common ancestor set for the leaf node pair is

. The start time of the lifetime of a buffer on an edge
( ) is clearly the start time computed for the leaf node in the
schedule tree corresponding to actorsince the firing of actor
makes the buffer on edge live. The stop time of the buffer
interval is the first time it stops being live. Note that an interval
can be periodic and become live again later on. We are interested
in the first time it stops being live since that quantity, along with
the periodicity parameters will completely characterize the in-
terval. This stop time, however, is not simply the stop time of
the leaf node corresponding to the sink actor; this is because the
stop time computed for the leaf node represents the first time the
corresponding sink actor finishes execution. However, the first
time the sink actor finishes execution is not necessarily the first
time all tokens in the buffer would have been consumed. For in-
stance, consider the edge in Fig. 10(a). The stop time
computed for leaf node in the schedule tree is 17. However,
notice that buffer will not stop being live until all ten firings
of have occurred.

Hence, we really need to compute the time when the last exe-
cution of the sink actor of the buffer takes place in the loop nest
of interest. The loop nest of interest is the smallest loop nest con-
taining both and since the total number of tokens consumed
by in this loop nest has to equal the number produced by
in that loop nest. However, the stop time computed for the node
representing the smallest loop nest (that is, the least common
ancestor in the schedule tree) includes the execution of all loop
nests contained within it. We want to exclude the contribution to
the stop time from all nests that follow the sink actor in the last
execution of the loop nest of interest. Again, using the example
of Fig. 12, the loop nest of interest for buffer is the root
node since that is the least common ancestor. The stop time of
57 computed for the root node includes the executionand
in the final execution of the loop nest corresponding to the root
node. We want to subtract the execution times ofand from
57 in order to get the time at which finishes execution for the
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Fig. 13. Procedure for computing the earliest stop time of an interval.

last time (i.e., ). This idea is formalized in the algo-
rithm shown in Fig. 13; it takes time. The algorithm
first finds the least common ancestor in the schedule tree for
using the procedurefindLeastCommonAncestor[done by com-
puting the ancestor sets of each leaf node and then de-
termining the first common ancestor from those sets; takes time

]. The stop time of the buffer interval for is set to
the stop time computed for the least common ancestor. The al-
gorithm then moves up toward the least common ancestor from
leaf node and adjusts the stop time according to the move:
if the move up is from the left, then the duration of the right
node (representing the execution of loop nests following) is
subtracted; if the move up is from the right, no adjustment is
necessary. The algorithm stops when it reaches the right child
of the least common ancestor.

D. Computing the Periodicity Parameters of Buffer Lifetimes

Given a schedule, the buffer on each edge in the SDF graph
has a particular lifetime profile. This profile can be periodic
as shown in Fig. 14. The periodicity arises due to the nested
loops. By periodic, we mean that the lifetime is fragmented in
a deterministic, predictable manner. More precisely, the times
during which the buffer is live can be described much more suc-
cinctly than by simply enumerating all the occurrences of the
live portions. It is useful to keep track of this periodicity in cer-
tain cases since two buffers could have disjoint lifetimes that
can be shared, as shown in Fig. 14 for buffers on edges
and .

For a buffer on an edge in the SDF graph, let the
common ancestor set be denoted as nodes , where

is the least common ancestor, is the next ancestor, and so
on. For example, for the buffer on edge in Fig. 12, the
least and greatest common ancestors are the nodes marked
and for the leaf-node pair . The node is also in
the common ancestor set and is on the path fromto . We
represent a periodic lifetime of a bufferby a triple consisting
of two tuples and an integer of the form

Fig. 14. Two periodic intervals corresponding to the schedule from Fig. 12.

where are the constants .
Nodes in the common ancestor set that have values of unity
will not contribute to the periodicity (shown in the example
below); hence, those components can be eliminated. Sois the
size of the common ancestor set minus the number of common
ancestors that have loop values of unity. This triple allows us
to represent the buffer lifetime in the following way: bufferis
live for time intervals

for all combinations of . If
is unity for any common ancestor, then that common ancestor
does not contribute to the periodicity since zero is the only value

can take.
For example, for the buffer in Fig. 14, which we

denote , we have that
(corresponding

to the common ancestor set of ) and
. We can

remove the first component as the loop value is unity.
Hence, buffer is live during the intervals given by

for all combinations of
. Some of the live intervals are

[16, 18], [20, 22], and [37, 39].
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During storage allocation, we will have to determine whether,
at a time , a buffer is live or not. In essence, we have to
determine whether the equation

(5)

where the are variables that range over
has a solution in . A solution, if it exists, can be found easily
because of the following property on the. Let the be sorted
in increasing order. Then the following must hold.

Lemma 1:

Intuitively, the lemma states that the start time of a buffer due to
the th outer loop has to be after all occurrences of start times
for the buffer have taken place due to theth inner loop and all
loops contained in theth loop. This is intuitively true because
since the loops are nested, the outer loop count increments only
after the inner loops have counted through their entire range.

Proof: (by induction on ). Since
, and

for all nodes in the schedule tree, we have
that for the parent of ,

where we have assumed, without loss in generality, that
. Now, since

we have . For , we need to show
that . Indeed

Now assume that the claim holds for . To prove it for , we
have

Corresponding to the sorted-tuple , de-
fine the tuple , where the th component is

. Note that are only allowed to be in the range
loop . Define an ordering relationship in the fol-
lowing way. Let be the largest index such that theth com-
ponents of and differ. Then iff the th com-
ponent of is less than theth component of . Define the

start time of an occurrence of the periodic buffer by the func-
tion , where denotes the vector transpose.
Then we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2: for any tuples ,
with loop .

Proof: ( direction): Since , we have for the
largest where the two tuples differ . Since the last

components of and are the same, we have

loop

since and by using Lemma 1.
( direction): Again, letting be the highest index where
and differ, we need to show that . Suppose not.

Suppose but . We have

by Lemma 1 again, contradicting our assumption that
.
1) An algorithm for computing buffer liveness at a particular

time: Given Lemma 1, (5) can be solved by the algorithm in
Fig. 15. The algorithm first subtracts the start time of the buffer
since all computations can be made relative to the start time. It
then simply determines the maximum loop

factor for each , to determine the closest starting point of
an occurrence of the periodic interval to time.

Claim 1: at every stage in the algorithm.
Proof: Note that for all . Hence

.
Claim 2: The solution computed by the algorithm gives

the starting point of the interval closest tostarting before .
Proof: Let be the tuple consisting of the. This means

that any tuple gives an interval of starting time greater
than . Indeed, suppose not and there is a tuple where

. Then, for the largest index, where
the two tuples differ. Until theth step, the value of computed
by the algorithm would be identical to the computation using
the values from . When , the algorithm computes

, loop . Suppose . Clearly,
anything larger than will mean that , giving a
start time greater than. If loop , then we cannot
have sinceloop is the largest value theth
component is allowed to take by definition. Hence, we cannot
have , contradicting the assumption that .

The last step of the algorithm checks whether
to determine whether the interval with closest starting time less
than or equal to is still alive.

If is not live at time , we will need to determine when
the next instance of its periodic interval will occur. This com-
putation is needed to determine whether some other interval
of a particular duration is completely disjoint with the set of
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Fig. 15. Algorithm to determine whether a periodic buffer is live at a particular time. Depiction on the right shows two possibilities for the computedstart time
by the algorithm in relation toT .

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. (a) Nearest intervals before and after timeT . (b) Condition for nonintersection of two periodic intervals from Lemma 3 depicted graphically.

intervals corresponding to; that is, to determine whether some
other interval can be fitted into the same location thatmight
be assigned to. The starting time of the next instance of the peri-
odic interval is obtained simply by incrementing the “number”
formed by the in the basis loop loop .
For example, let loop loop be (2, 2, 2), let

be (28, 13, 4) and let be (0, 1, 1). The number
this represents is . The next time
this buffer will be live again will be given by incrementing
this “number” by one, in the basis

. This gives 28 as the next starting time.
These ideas can be formalized in the following lemma. For a

periodic interval , let be the start and stop times of
the th occurrence of the interval. That is, start

for the th increment of the “number”
and . Given a time , let be the
interval of nearest to with start time less than or equal to.
That is, , . Similarly,
is defined as the nearest interval ofwith start time greater than

. Fig. 16(a) illustrates these definitions.
Lemma 3: Two periodic intervals , with start

start start do not intersect if and only if

start

and

start (6)

In other words, the two intervals do not intersect if and only if
the closest interval of that starts before the start time of
finishes before the start time of AND the closest interval of

that starts after the start time of starts after that interval of
finishes [Fig. 16(b)]. Notice that the lemma says that we do

not have to consider other occurrences of the periodic interval
to determine overlap—only the first occurrence.

Proof: The forward direction is trivially true. The reverse
direction can be established via a case analysis. Let the two
edges on which buffers reside be given by
and . Since start start , the ordering
of these actors in the schedule must be one of ,

, or . Clearly, the condition of (6)
cannot be satisfied for the third order since is live the
entire time that is. For the other two orders, we have
to consider the different ways in which the loops could be
nested. For each order, there are five distinct ways of nesting
the loops. These five are, for the first order, the following:

, ,
, ,

and . Note that we only consider
the part of the overall schedule that contains these four actors
(the subtree of the schedule tree rooted at the least common
ancestor of these four nodes) and we ignore any other actors
that appear in the order or nesting as they do not affect the
properties of the particular buffers we are interested in. Fig. 17
shows the buffer profiles for these five cases. As can be verified,
(6) holds if and only if the intervals do not intersect. We can
similarly verify that the lemma is true for the five nestings for
the other order.

Given this method for testing whether a periodic buffer is live
at a given time, we can easily test whether two periodic buffers
are disjoint, or whether they intersect. The test would take time
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Fig. 17. Buffer profiles for the five possible nesting hierarchies in Lemma 3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 18. (a) Memory allocation properties. (b) DSA terminology.

in the worst case, where is the set of actors in the SDF
graph. The reason is that an SAS that has a schedule tree of linear
depth (i.e., a depth of ) would have a common ancestor set
of nodes for any buffer between actors in the innermost
loop. Hence, in the procedure in Fig. 15, , and the
test takes time . However, on average, it is more likely
that the schedule tree will have logarithmic depth; in such cases,
the running time of the testing procedure will be .
The next step is to allocate the various buffers to memory.

IX. DYNAMIC STORAGE ALLOCATION

Once we have all of the lifetimes, we have to do the actual
assignment to memory locations of the buffers. This assignment
problem is called dynamic storage allocation (DSA) and the
problem is to arrange the different sized arrays in memory so
that the total memory required during any time is minimized.
The assignment to memory is assumed to have the following
properties: 1) an array is assigned to a contiguous block of
memory; 2) once assigned, an array may not be moved around;
and 3) all occurrences of an array with a periodic lifetime
profile are assigned to the same location in memory. Fig. 18(a)

depicts these properties. Of course, we could relax any of these
restrictions and perhaps get smaller memory requirements but
it might come at the expense of other overheads [like moving
arrays around if (2) were relaxed]. We leave to future work to
investigate these other models for allocation. Formally, DSA is
defined as the following.

Definition 5: Let be the set of buffers. Let , the
number of elements in . For each is the time
at which it becomes live, is the time at which it dies, and

is the size of buffer . Note that thedurationof a buffer is
. Given the values for each and an in-

teger , is there an allocation of these buffers that requires total
storage of units or less? By an allocation, we mean a function

such that for
each and if two intervals and intersect (using the in-
tersection test for periodic buffer lifetimes as described earlier)
then or .

The “dynamic” in DSA refers to the fact that many times, the
problem is on line in nature: the allocation has to be performed
as the intervals come and go. For SDF scheduling, the problem
is not really “dynamic” since the lifetimes and sizes of all the
arrays that need to be allocated are known at compile time; thus,
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the problem should perhaps be called static storage allocation.
But we will use the term DSA since this is consistent with the
literature.

Theorem 1: [9] DSA is NP-complete, even if all the sizes are
one and two.

A. Some Notation

An instanceis a set of buffers. Anenumerated instanceis
an instance with some ordering of the buffers. For an instance,
we have associated with it aweighted intersection graph(WIG)

where is the set of buffers, and is the
set of edges. There is an edge between two buffers iff their life-
times overlap in time. The graph is node weighted by the sizes
of the buffers. For any subset of nodes , we define the
weight of , to be the sum of the sizes for all .
A clique is a subset of nodes such that there is an edge between
every pair of nodes. Theclique weight(CW) is the weight of
the clique. Themaximum clique weight(MCW) in the WIG is
the clique with the largest weight and is denoted . The
MCW corresponds to the maximum number of values that are
live at any point. Thechromatic number(CN), denoted ,
for is the minimum such that there is a feasible alloca-
tion in definition 5. Fig. 18(b) shows these definitions via an
example.

B. Heuristic for DSA

First fit (FF) is the well-known algorithm that performs al-
location for an enumerated instance by assigning the smallest
feasible location to each interval in the order they appear in the
enumerated instance [13]. It does not reallocate intervals that
have been allocated already, and it does not consider intervals
not yet assigned. The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown
in Fig. 19. We refer the reader to a technical report [25] and
references therein for a more detailed treatment of this very in-
teresting DSA problem. Briefly, the algorithm takes as input an
enumerated instance. We tested two types of orderings for gen-
erating enumerated instances [25]: ordering by start times, and
ordering by durations. It then builds the WIG using the routine
buildIntersectionGraph . The WIG is built using the
general test developed for determining intersection of possibly
periodic buffers. The FF algorithm then examines the WIG for
each buffer : first it examines all nodes adjacent toin the WIG
(i.e., buffers that intersect). It collects the memory allocations
of all the adjacent nodes that appear beforein the enumeration.
After sorting these allocations, it sees wherecan be allocated;
in the worst case, it has to be allocated at the end of all of the
allocations because there are no regions big enough in between
to accommodate. After an allocation is determined for, the
next buffer is examined in the enumeration until all have been
allocated.

Our study shows that in practice, FF is a good heuristic, and
we use it in our compiler framework here. Our empirical study
on random WIGs shows that ordering the buffers by durations
gives the better results [25]. But, in our experiments in Sec-
tion X, we will apply FF on both ordering by start times (ab-
breviatedffstart), and ordering by durations (ffdur).

In order to analyze the running time, we observe that
, and for sparse SDF graphs, where

are the node and edge sets for the SDF graph. Hence, building
the weighted intersection graph takes time in the worst
case (all buffers overlap with each other and the schedule tree is
of linear depth), and time if the schedule tree is
of logarithmic depth. Theforeachloop of thefirstFit pro-
cedure takes time in the worst case if every
buffer overlaps with every other buffer; hence, thefirstFit
procedure has running time dominated by thebuildInter-
sectionGraph step.

C. Computing the Maximum Clique Weight

It is clear that the maximum clique weight is a lower bound on
the chromatic number of a weighted interval graph. It is known
that the chromatic number can be as much as 1.25 times the
maximum clique weight for particular instances; however, it is
not known whether 1.25 is a tight upper bound. The maximum
clique weight is thus a good lower bound to compare the per-
formance of an allocation strategy on a particular set of life-
times. Given that the experiments on random instances in [25]
show thatffdur comes within 7% on average of the maximum
clique weight, in practice, the chromatic number is not much
bigger than the maximum clique weight, certainly not as much
as 1.25 times as big. Hence, we use the maximum clique weight
for comparison purposes in our experiments in the next section.

While the maximum clique weight can be computed easily
and exactly for an instance without fragmented lifetimes, com-
puting it for instances with fragmented (but periodic) buffer life-
times is more difficult. Consider the case where all intervals are
continuous (i.e., not fragmented). Let be the set of all times
(i.e., schedule steps) where there is maximum overlap of the in-
tervals; that is, where the overlap amount is equal to the max-
imum CW. It is easy to see that must contain the start time
of some interval. Hence, the maximum clique weight can be
computed easily by sorting the intervals by their starting times,
and determining the overlap at each starting time.

Now suppose that some of the intervals are periodic. It is still
the case that will contain the start time of at least one in-
terval, however, this need not be the earliest start time. It could
be the start time of some periodic occurrence (greater than the
earliest start time) of the interval (see Fig. 20). Hence, to com-
pute the MCW in this scenario, we would have to consider start
times of all occurrences of a periodic interval; this becomes a
nonpolynomial time algorithm and could potentially take a long
time if there are many periodic occurrences. Hence, in our ex-
periments, we use two heuristics to compute these values. The
first heuristic gives an optimistic estimate; it only considers the
earliest start time of each interval and it determines whether
there is any overlap with other intervals at that time by using
the algorithm of Fig. 15. This is an optimistic estimate since the
MCW could occur at a time that is not the earliest start time of
any interval. The second heuristic gives a pessimistic estimate;
it simply ignores the periodicity of periodic intervals, and as-
sumes that a periodic interval is live the entire time between its
earliest start time, and the last stop time (that is, the stop time of
the last occurrence of the interval).
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Fig. 19. Pseudocode definition of the FF heuristic.

X. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested these algorithms on several practical bench-
mark examples, as well as on random graphs. As mentioned
earlier, the crux of the experiment is to study the memory re-
quirement as a result of using the best combination of the four
possibilities

sdppo sdppo �dur �start

That is, perform the scheduling by using one of RPMC or
APGAN to generate the topological ordering, and perform loop
fusion on that schedule using SDPPO. Then, perform memory
allocation using one of�start (FF with buffers ordered by
starting times) or�dur (FF with buffers ordered by durations).
We compare the best memory requirement obtained this way
to the best memory requirement from nonshared techniques,

namely, applying one of RPMC or APGAN and loop fusion
using DPPO (note that when buffers are not shared, the memory
allocation step is trivial since each buffer gets a separate block
of memory). Fig. 21 shows the percentage improvement on 16
systems we tested. As can be seen, there is, on average, more
than a 50% improvement by using the compiler framework
of this paper compared to previous techniques. On some
examples, the improvement is as high as 83%. Details of the
experiments are given below.

A. Practical Multirate Systems

The practical multirate examples are a number of one-sided
filter bank structures [32] as shown in Fig. 22, two-sided filter
banks [32], as shown in Fig. 23, and a satellite receiver example
[29] as shown in Fig. 24. Another type of variation that oc-
curs frequently in practical signal processing systems is vari-
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Fig. 20. Example that shows that the MCW can occur at a time that is not the earliest start time of any interval. Numbers in the rectangles denote the widthof
the intervals.

Fig. 21. Improvement percentage of the best shared implementation versus the
best nonshared implementation.

ation in sample-rate change ratios. For example, Fig. 22 shows
a filter bank with 1/3, 2/3 rate changes; these are the changes
that occur across actorsand for instance. Other ratios that
could be used include 1/2, 1/2, or 2/5, 3/5. Similarly, Fig. 23
shows a filter bank with 1/2, 1/2 rate changes, for example,
across actors and . Again, these changes could be 2/3, 1/3,
or 2/5, 3/5 for instance. Experimental data is summarized for
these various parameters, as well as for filter banks of different
depths in Table I. The leftmost column contains the name of
the example. The filter bank “qmf23_2d,” for example, is a
filter bank of depth 2, with 1/3, 2/3 rate changes. Similarly,
“qmf235_5d” is a filter bank of depth 5 with rate changes of
3/5 and 2/5. The depth 5, 3, and 2 filter banks have 188, 44,
and 20 nodes respectively. “nqmf23_4d” is the one-sided filter
bank from Fig. 22. “Satrec” is the satellite receiver example
from [29]. The other examples included are “16qamModem,” an
implementation of a 16-QAM modem; “4pamxmitrec,” a trans-
mitter-receiver pair for a 4-PAM signal; “blockVox,” an imple-
mentation of a vocoder (a system that modulates a synthesized
music signal with vocal parameters); “overAddFFT,” an imple-
mentation of an overlap-add fast Fourier transform (FFT), where
the FFT is applied on successive blocks of samples overlapped
with each other; and “phasedArray,” an implementation of a
phased array system for detecting signals. These examples are
all taken from the Ptolemy system demonstrations [36].

The second column contains the results of running RPMC
and postoptimizing with DPPO on these systems, assuming
the nonshared model of buffering. This column gives us
a basis for determining the improvement with the shared
model. In general, “(R)” refers to RPMC and “(A)” refers to
APGAN. The third column has the results of applying the
new dynamic programming heuristicsdppo postoptimization
for shared buffers on an RPMC generated topological order.
The fourth and fifth columns contain optimisticmco and
pessimistic mcp estimates of the maximum clique weight
for the schedule generated by (on the RPMC generated
topological order). The sixth and seventh columns contain the
actual allocations achieved after applying the firstfit ordered
by durations, and firstfit ordered by start times heuristics.
The eighth column contains the buffer memory lower bound
(BMLB) [4] values for each system. Briefly, the BMLB is
a lower bound on the total buffering memory required over
all valid SASs, assuming the nonshared model of buffering.
The rest of the columns contain the results after applying
these heuristics on APGAN-generated topological orders. One
each row, two numbers are shown in bold: the better DPPO
result (RPMC or APGAN) and the best shared implementation
[between�dur (R), �start (R), �dur (A), �start (A)]. The last
column has the percentage improvement over the nonshared
implementation; this is computed as shown in the equation
at the bottom of the page. As can be seen, the improvements
average more than 50% and are dramatic in some cases, with up
to 83% improvement in the depth 5 filter bank of 1/2, 1/2 rate
changes (the most common type of filter bank). It is interesting
to note that the methods of Ritzet al. [29] for shared-buffer
scheduling achieve an allocation of more than 2000 units for
“satrec”; in contrast, the methods in this paper achieve 991, an
improvement of more than 50%.

It is also interesting to note that of the four possible combi-
nations

sdppo sdppo �dur �start

the combination of sdppo �dur gives the best
results the most often. However, most of the best results are on

dppo dppo �dur �start �dur �start

dppo dppo
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Fig. 22. SDF graph for a one-sided filter bank of depth 4. The produced/consumed numbers not specified are all unity.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 23. SDF graph for a two-sided filter bank. (a) Depth 1 filter bank. (b)
Depth 3 filter bank. Produced/consumed numbers not specified are all unity.

Fig. 24. SDF abstraction for satellite receiver application from [29].

the fairly regular qmf filterbanks; the more irregular systems
are apparently better suited to the sdppo �dur

combination.
Another experiment was conducted to determine whether ap-

plying �dur or �start on thesdppo schedule gives better re-

sults than applying�dur or �start on thedppo schedule. The
maximum improvement observed on these examples was about
8%. Hence, it is better to use the new DPPO heuristic for shared
buffers, although the improvement is not dramatic.

In order to determine whether RPMC and APGAN are gen-
erating good topological sorts, we tested the results against the
best allocation we could get by generating random topological
sorts. We applied thesdppo technique, and the FF heuristics on
this random topological sort to determine the best allocation. For
the small graphs like “satrec” and “blockvox” (both with about
25 nodes), we found that it took about 50 random trials to beat
the best result generated by the better of RPMC- and APGAN-
generated schedules. However, even after 1000 trials, the best
random schedule resulted in an allocation of 980 for the “satrec”
example, and an allocation of 193 for the blockVox example.
The best RPMC/APGAN-based allocations are 991 and 199, re-
spectively. So even though we can generate better results just
by random search, we cannot improve upon RPMC/APGAN by
much, and a lot of time has to be spent doing it.

The relative improvement over random schedules increases
when larger graphs are examined, such as the “qmf12_5d” and
“qmd235_5d” examples (these have about 200 nodes each).
Here, after 100 trials, the best allocations were 79 (qmf12_5d)
and 8011 (qmf235_5d), compared to 58 and 5690 for the
RPMC/APGAN based allocations respectively. Since the
running time for 100 trials was already several minutes long on
a Pentium II-based PC, we conclude that on bigger graphs, it
will require large amounts of time and compute power to equal
or beat the RPMC/APGAN schedules. Hence, we conclude
that for compact, shared buffer implementation, APGAN and
RPMC are generating topological sorts intelligently, and cannot
be easily beaten by nonintelligent strategies such as generating
random schedules.

B. Homogenous Graphs

Unlike previous loop-scheduling techniques for buffer
memory reduction, the techniques described in this paper are
also effective for homogenous SDF graphs. This is because
of the allocation techniques; the sharing strategy can greatly
reduce the buffer memory requirement in many cases. As an
example, consider the class of homogenous graphs (param-
etrized by and ) shown in Fig. 25. This type of graph
(or close variants of it) arises frequently in practice. It is clear
that no matter what the schedule is, there are never more
than live tokens. Indeed, running the complete suite
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TABLE I
BUFFERSIZES ON PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Fig. 25. Homogenous graph for which shared allocation techniques are highly
beneficial.

of techniques on this graph for any and results in an
allocation of units. A nonshared implementation would

require units instead. The savings are even more
dramatic if, along the horizontal chains, vectors, or matrices
are being exchanged instead of numerical tokens.

XI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a powerful SDF compiler framework that
improves upon our previous efforts demonstrably. By incorpo-
rating lifetime analysis into all aspects of scheduling and alloca-
tion, the framework is able to generate schedules and allocations
that reuse buffer memory, thereby reducing the overall memory
usage dramatically. However, in order to produce code com-
petitive to hand-coded implementations, there are many ways
in which additional optimization problems can be formulated.
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One particular problem that has not been addressed is the issue
of recognizing regularity that might occur in graphical specifi-
cations (for instance, a fine-grained description of an finite-im-
pulse response (FIR) filter). Regularity extraction has been ap-
plied in the past to high-level synthesis [26], [27] and Kentzer
[14] has applied pattern matching algorithms from compiler de-
sign to silicon compilers; perhaps these techniques can be ap-
plied in the context of SDF compilers. In addition, it would be
useful to study techniques that can make use of the regularity
implied by the use of hierarchy and graphical higher order func-
tions [18] in dataflow specifications.
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